Damask Drama in Knit

Step by Step Instructions
Preparatioin:

• Read through entire instructions before beginning.
• Gather supplies and threads. (See Supply List)
Instructions
STEP 1
Print all design templates on
plain paper (from software or
printable files in lesson). Trim
templates close to design.
Mark arrow on template if
necessary.

STEP 5

Determine the optimum hoop
size for the layout by measuring
the full width and height of the
design area. (As shown by solid
red arrows.)
Line up any designs that can
be matched by their rotation.
(As shown by the blue dashed
arrows.)
My result: I can hoop all four
center designs in a single hooping
in my largest hoop (230x230), and
will stitch the upper two designs
individually in a smaller hoop
(140x140).

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Arrange all paper templates on
a piece of paper. Secure with
glue stick or tape. Place prepared
paper on printer/copier/scanner
and print on the stabilizer side
StabilStick stabilizer.
TIP – Highlight templates marked
with MI (Mirror Image) to draw
attention to them.
Trim stabilizer templates.

Prewash and dry the garment if
shrinkage is likely. Turn garment
inside out with the front side up.
Place Stabilizer, fusible side down,
up to the top edge of the neckline.
Fuse stabilizer according to
directions.

Audition the design arrangement
on prepared garment. One by
one, remove paper backing from
each template and replace in the
desired position.
This method is preferred over
taping paper templates to the
garment since these templates
will stay in place during the
hooping process and only
removed before stitching.

STEP 6
Hoop one layer of OESD Ultra
Clean & Tear stabilizer. Use
hoop marks to mark the
vertical and horizontal lines.

STEP 7
Spray hooped stabilizer
with 505 temporary spray
adhesive. Position the
garment over the hoop
aligning the vertical hoop line
with the center template lines.
Use straight pins (as shown) to
double check placement.

STEP 8
Bundle the garment with the
sleeves and back on top of the
hoop but not in the stitching
area. Secure with tape if
necessary.
Gently position the hooped
garment onto the embroidery
module.
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Step by Step Instructions
Instructions Continued
STEP 9
Load the top center design
in machine (#12382-17). If
necessary, rotate the design
180°. Move the hoop so
that the needle is over the
crosshair of the template.
Manually lower the needle
to check position. It should
pierce the center of the
crosshair (as shown).

STEP 10
REMOVE THE TEMPLATE!
Templates may be saved for
future use. Place a piece
of Stitch2O water soluble
topper over the design area.
Press GO!

STEP 11
Do not remove the hoop from
the machine! Load the next
design, the center medallion
(#12382-02). Move the
hoop to position the needle
over the template crosshair.
Remove the template. Cover
with topper. Embroider.

STEP 12
If the hoop is large enough,
continue to embroider the
side design (#12382-03) using
the same process - with two
exceptions.
1 - Rotate the design to match
the rotation on the template.
The arrow always denotes the
top of the design.

STEP 13
The second exception is for
the designs marked with an
“MI”.
2 - With the design still loaded
in the machine, select the
machine option to mirror
image or flip the design
horizontally.
Instead of loading the mirror
imaged design and having to
rotate it again, just flip the
design, then move the hoop
horizontally to position the
needle over the center of the
design.

STEP 14
If the remaining designs need
to be stitched in multiple
hoopings, this method
rehoops in the center of the
hoop without having to rotate
the design (except possibly
180o).
Hoop, mark and spray
stabilizer as described before.
Use the plastic hoop template
to adjust the garment at the
correct rotation.

STEP 15
Note – if the design was
previously rotated, or mirror
imaged, reload the design
so it will be in the original
rotation position.
Attach the hoop to the
machine. The design should
be in the proper position
(check if rotation is needed as
in the image shown).
Note – if you rotated or mirror
imaged the design previously,
reload the design so it will be
in the original rotation.

STEP 16
Gently remove excess tear
away stabilizer and water
soluble topping.
Launder the garment to
remove smaller pieces of
the tear away stabilizer and
topping.
Carefully trim the Polymesh
stabilizer close to the edge
of the design, without
snipping the garment or the
embroidery stitches.
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Step by Step Instructions
Instructions Continued
STEP 17
Place the OESD Perfect
Pressing Cloth on the ironing
board. Position the design,
right side down over the cloth.
Press. Use heat and steam
settings appropriate for the
fabric. Allow garment to cool,
before removing.

STEP 18
The fabric around the
embroidery is pressed to
perfection without crushing
the delicate embroidery.

CLOSEUP

WHOLE SHIRT
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